
Advanced brain training has never been easier than with the innovative technology solutions developed by the 
Evoke Neuroscience team. As a leader in neuroscience technology, Evoke has made its mark in medical sciences 
by creating clinical grade technology that is used in doctors’ offices nationwide. Evoke develops cutting-edge 
neuroscience technologies that are accessible and affordable for everybody, from patients to doctors, military and 
pro-sports athletes. Evoke is for anyone who wishes to learn how to train their brain, whether to cope with stress 
or other health related issues or simply to reach their personal cognitive and heart fitness peak. 

Evoke empowers health and happiness.

Peak Brain Performance Through Awesome Neuroscience Technology
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• Dedicated to delivering important advances in
brain technology

• Unique health and proprietary programs for
peak performance

• Affordable and accessible neuroscience
technology

• Utilizing multi-modal applications that deliver
improved health and performance

• Used by physicians nationwide to improve
brain and heart health

• Proven neuroscience technology embedded
in wearable consumer devices

• Track and measure brain and heart activity

• Monitor and improve heart rate variability
(HRV) with App based technology

• Use with interactive games that work to train
cognitive performance



Evoke Neuroscience is excited to present the Evoke WAVETM and WAVEBANDTM, our newest interactive technology that you can use anywhere 
to track and train brain and heart health and reach your cognitive and physical performance peak.

Peak Brain Performance Through Practical Neuroscience Technology

The Revolutionary eVox
Finally...recording to reporting in one system for your medical practice.

Evoke designs and develops devices that simplify data collection and analysis of human physiology. Evoke 
improves doctor and patient efficiency and experiences, enables easy understanding of complex data and 
empowers individuals to take control of their overall health and wellbeing.

Easy to Use
•   Only fully integrated system available on the market: recording-to-reporting

•   Easiest to use hardware and software

•   Fastest patient testing, analysis and reporting

•   Portable, lightweight, bluetooth

Empowers Individuals
•   Physical evidence of conditions

•   Non-medication remedies (portable training systems)

•   Measure and track patient success

Fitness and Resilience training in one

Introducing the Evoke Wave Series
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•  Multiple Modalities: brain health (EEG), brain processing speed (ERP), heart health (EKG), 
emotional health

•  Advanced Analysis: cloud-based data uploads and storage, automated processing, easy-to-understand 
data reporting

•  Solutions: Advanced biofeedback
•  Results: sharper cognitive responses, stress control, mental and emotional health, peak performance

Medical Use

Performance Use

Train Smarter
The Evoke WAVETM is a complete brain monitoring and training 
system. Evoke Neuroscience delivers rock-solid neuroscience 
technologies into your hands to help relax your state of mind, 
increase your focus, and improve your cognitive fitness. The Evoke 
WAVETM is cool and empowering. The WAVETM can go anywhere 
and the WAVETM is for everyone. Track your progress and witness 
your brain improve!

The Evoke WAVEBANDTM is an all new workout tool for optimizing 
your fitness and improving your resilience to everyday stressors. By 
synchronizing the brain and heart functions, the WAVEBANDTM can 
help you improve physical and mental performance. Increase your 
fitness and energy levels or use the WAVEBANDTM while at rest to 
improve resilience to stress and manage your heart health.

Evoke your potential!

Fitness and Resilience training in one

evoke




